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ABSTRACT
A pilot study to detect relationships between anomalies in the
stratosphere and later anomalies at the surface at the same station
has identified two potential relationships. The anomaly of October
precipitation at L-,. ,-d- and high-latitude stations appears related to
the date the fall reversal of zonal wind occurs; and the magnitude of
the anomaly of surface tet:,perature five or six r.:onths following a 'rcy
month appears related to the stratospheric zonal wind speed during the
key month. Both relations are statistically significant at the five
percent level, and both should be analyzed in more detail for possible
•iii
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I.	 INTRODUCTION
the purpose of this study is to identify anomalous parameters and
events in the stratosphere which are precursors of anomalous tropospheric
seasonal climatic regimes. The present effort is a pilot study to delin-
eate those stratospheric parameters which are coupled with a later
tropospheric condition, and to formulate plans for future studies which
will lead to an understanding of how the stratospheric anomalies dovel.op
and how they can be used as input for long-range fore(astinp.
The importance of reliable long-range forecasts is self-evident;
however, present numerical weather prediction models a, e unable to fore-
cast reliably for more than a fraction of a month. Laurinan (1975) has
reviewed tine prospects for extending the forecast per.ird and coneIucles
that empirical approaches to long-range forecasting, should be the most
useful at this time. 'file empirical appioach followed bore is based on
the fact that the layers of the atmosphere are intimately coupled and that
events in one layer can be associated with events in another layer.
Simultaneous, compensating temperature changes in the troposphere
and stratosphere have been recognized for over fifty years, ar.d
a simultaneous relation between the decrease of wind at 45-60 km at White
Sands and an increase in surface precipitation over New Mexico has been
stated by Jetton (1968). Events in the stratosphere which precede events
in the troposphere are generally less well documented or accepted than
simultaneous events, but some notable cases are available. For e:xavple,
D rogaytsev (1972) has carefully analyzed the relationship t:etween develop-
ment of the fall reversal of stratospheric wind and the temperature regime
at the surface the following winter. Labitzke (1965) has shown that
sudden warmings in the stratosphere are followed by a blocking circulation
at sea .level in about ten days.
Identi ; ation of a relation between a stratospheric event and a
later tropospheric evert is important, but before the relation can be
^	 C	 ^
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used to make forecasts with confidence it must be understood. For
example, the modeling efforts of Trenberth (1973) and others have led to
a relativel y
 good understanding of the processes during a sudden warming,
and so the tropos;xuric blocking after a sudden wai-riirg is seen to be a
natural outcome of the chain of events. Trenberth states that "blocking
and the waranin^; may be regarded as part of the same process, not that the
blocking is somehow cau-s ed by the warming. - Thus, while a description of
inter-level relations found in this study is the central theme below, a
discussion of possible future efforts to gain better understanding of
those relations is also given.
1I. DATA
The present pilot study is based on single station analysis of
stratospheric and tropospl=ic anomalies. The seven rocket (i' ,a:;) stations
listed in Table 1 were selected on the basis of geographical coverage and
quantity of data. available. While ',-Ml; data are available since 1960 at
some stations, the nuober and quality of observations increased steadily
throuSh the e2rly 1960's and has remained fairly constant to the present.
Thus, the ten year period 1964-1973 was chosen for the present analysis and
al; anomalies (surface and upper-air) are defined with respect to this
period. Monthly wear.:, of surft;.ce ten:^erature and precipitation J•:ere taken
from "IMIcn01%, Gliir.6tic iat a for the World." Daily radiosonde data, obtained
fr,-)m the World Data Uncer, Ashovi Ile, were availabl.0 through 1970; data
for 1.971-1973 verc r.ot receive.l in time to be included in this study.
The iMiRN data were generally used at 2 km intervals, 20-60 kri, although
when several adjacent is crG indi.c.:ted a similar relationship with a
=surface para;;,eter the analysis was repeated using :average values of variable
hei{;ht layers. Monthly m,,ans and deviations of tL-wperaLure, zonal and
rae,ridi.onal wind speed (T,t! ,%') sere used, along with monthly mean values of
the vertical shear or lapsc rate. Also used were they dates of the autumn
reversal of the zonal hind direction. Those dates .are given on a zonal
mean basis in Belmont, ct al. (1975), but for the present study dates at
3the individual stations were required, with the finest time resolution
possible. The fall reversal is defined here as the last date the zonal
wind became westerly after having; been easterly for at least five consecu-
tive days. Time-Might sections of individual daily soundin3s were plotted
and the reversal progression analyzed. In most cases, the reversal date
could be determined within + three days, and in some cases within + one
day. As discussed in Belr,^,ont, et al. (1975), the loan-latitude reversal
is weak and difficult to define. Thus, the reversal analysis was limited
to stations north of 350N.
The sprin g, reversal process is much more erratic than that in the
fall. Because of :::id-winter stratospheric warnings the zonal flow may
experience several changes of direction between January and June. As a
result of this behavior, "objective" definitions can be glade such that
the spring reversal "date" is forced to correlate with nearly any
parameter. For this reason the effect of the spring reversal date was
not examined here.
III. RESULTS
A.	 Relation of the Autumn Peversal of Stratospl ,.tric 7.nna1 Vind to
Preci_pitati on Ano,r!nli es
The anomalies of the autumn reversal dates, relative to tle mean
reversal date at each station, were compared with surface parameters for
the autumn and winter months which followed. The reversal date anomaly at
30 km was found to correlate well with the precipitation anomaly in
October at the three high latitude stations where reversals could be
unambiguously detcrr^incd for several years. Note in Table 2 that the signs
of the anomalies are the tiame in eight out of ten cases at Churchill and
seven of nine cases at Greely and Wallops. The chances of this happening
are 5% and 9%, respectively. If the three data g ets are assur.,ed indupc:n-
dent and co.;bined, the ch:like of getting twenty-two identical signs out
of twenty-ei6lit cases is iwar 1%.
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The magnitude of the precipitation anomaly is marginally
correlated with the fall reversal anomaly for those years when the
algebraic signs are identical. The linear correlation coefficients and
their levels of statistical significance are: Greely, 0.71 (5%);
Churchill, 0.53 (-10%); Wallops, 0.67 (5-10°'.) ; and all stations, 0.46 (5°.).
In an effort to determine if the above relationship could be
defined with greater time resolution the weekly precipitation values for
October at F;allops and Greely were extracted from Monthly V.1eather Review
when available. No pattern was suggested by this exercise.
A physical reason for this relation is not easily seen. However,
it is interestin, to note that the relation of October precipitation with
reversal date is m;:ch stronger than the corresponc::.g relation of precip-
itation with the 2f;0 mb height or its standard deviation (Table 2). While
analysis of horizontal fields is necessary for confir,::ation, this su`gests
that the precipitation anomalies may not be due to a pzrticular standing
krve•pattern or to enhanced traveling waves, but probably to a co:-a:,ination
of the phase and amplitude of the predominant standing waves and the
number of traveling waves.
The autumn reversal is basically due to coaling near the pole
and the associated crian€es in therimal and height gradients. however, 3
cursory reviev, of high-altitude synoptic raps shows that ci , cu.lation
features influence the reversal date at a given location:. Note that
Drogaytsev (1972) found the strongest relation b ,?t%•rcen stratosphCric
reversals and the following season's surface temperature when he strati-
fied the data according to the location of the earliest roversa;. Also,
he reports that the location of the earliest revcrsat Foiric-Ld ^s with the
location of minimum total ozone. This may he pertinent for uiider:^taltding
the present results because of the strong, lin ks betuacn the trunol ause
height and character with total ozone and with .•(:ether system- ,;in the
lower troposphere. Perhaps the synoptic situation in the stratosphere
near reversal time and the morphology of the tr000pause should r:e used to
further stratify the present study to find a stroc,„er rclat.i.onship and
to gain understanding of v,hy the above relation exists.
5Maps based on radiosonde and 12'LN data are available for the
entire period used here, and could be analyzed to determine synoptic
conditions near each fall reversal date. Zonal haromonic analysis can be
used to find the arplitudc and phase of the predcninant wavenumbers in
the stratosphere at reversal time and to trace. these waves downward into
the troposphere and fonoard in time to October. To study several latitudes
without resorting to spherical analysis, it is possible to stratify the
years according to curvature of the streamlines at each M station at
the time of fall reversal (i.e., determine if the station is south of a
low, or north of a high). Lastl y , the traveling wave energy and the
ratio of traveling to standing wave energy should be determined. Because
the fall reversal is basically a reordering effect due to radiation losses
near the pole, its haste (delay) i.s probably influenced by dynamic cooling
(heating) due to eddy heat flux. In a similar manner, abnormally largo
amounts of transient wave energy in the troposphere, coupled with the
phase of the predominant star-ling wave, will determine which longitudes
are apt to receive the greatest preci p itation amounts.
B.	 Relation of S f-r ntos"hei is Zonal 'rT ;_P.d Snot?d to Sllrf ace Ten,neratuYe
Anomalies
One method of identifying potential relationships is the super-
posed epoch analysis. In the present study a physically sif!nifi.cant key
date (or key month) could not be defined, so the followin g procedure was
used: Each of the twelve months, for the ten years, l;as sorted into two
classes according to the sign of the anomaly of the monthly mean zonal
wind speed. Thus, for example, of the ten Januarics, those months whose
mean wind was higher than the ten year -,, can, went into the positive group
for January. This makes twenty-four groups of months. For each of twelve
calendar months, the ten year mean surface temperature was prepared, and
the difference, or anomaly, was cot.iputed for each of the ten correspondin
months. The mean of the absolute values in each group of positive (and of
ncgati.vc) anomalies was next computed, and for each month afterward, for
the same calendar year sequenro, up to eleven months. The difference of
6the mean absolute values of the anomalies of surface temperature for each
of the two groups of months was then determined for each month, and for
each month afterwards. The results were arranged in a 12 x 12 difference
array where there rre twelve columns for the twelve months, and the roars
represent months aster the starting month. ;:ote that the year grcupings
will be different _or each starting month.
This procedure was repeated for each height interval and at
cacti station. The largest value was selected from cacti difference array,
and its starting month and number of montlis after the starting month were
noted (i.e., its coordinates in the arra y). It was found that for the
height interval 35-45 km the largest value always occurred five or six
months after the starting month ai,(l that the starting month progressed
systematically with latitude. At some stations large differences were
found in the sane row in adjacent columns, so the procedure was repeated
using averages of adjacent months. Only a*_ Churrhill and trite Sands did
the latter c -rcise result in larger maximum diiierences.
Table 3 gives the differences of the mean magnitude of the
surface temperature anomalies between the year groups following positive
and negative zonal %-.ind anor..alies at 35-45 km. For brevity, only the column
which contains the largest difference found is presented. The average
values for the two groups of months are presented in Figure 1 coi:bineci
for all five stations. Testing against the null hypothesis indicates
that the difference between the two curves in Figure 1 is significant at
the 5% level for months five and six.
Grouping the months according to the sign of the anomaly in
stratospheric wind speed is admittedly tenuous, particularily when the
difference between a positive and negative anomaly may be less than 1 ms-
(e.g., Table 4). 11owover, this procedure yields results which are consis-
tent a:;:ono all stations used so is reported here in detail. In the absence
of a physic al c:a:lanation for the results, it ^^ot:l' be riore intuitively
satisfying if they pertained to extrei-iie anomalies, so the entire procedure
\	 f
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was repeated (after the fact) using only the months in which the extreme
anomalies of zonal •k:ind speed occurred. However_ that e.xcrcise did not
yield results having persistence from station to station and is not
reproduced here.
In an effort to stratify the surface temperature anomalies
according to algebraic sign, the monthly means and anomalies of strato-
spheric T and V were examined, along with the standard deviations and 	 ..
time and height derivatives of T, U, and V. None of those stratospheric
parameters could successfully be employed to stratify the surface tempera-
. ature nomalies according to sign.
Large surface temperature anomalies are usually associated with
a persistentt circulation feature, such as a blocking; ridge (e.g., Green,
1969) with the algebraic sign of the anomaly dote nAned by whether a
station is upstrea-m or downstream of the ridge. This suggests that the
relation:1iip repor_..ed above may b` useful for predicting the occurrence
of a persistent circulation feature, but that sin.le-station strato:-;icric
parameters alone are not sufficient to determine at wYhich longitude ti:e
ridge axis (or a similar phase-determining characteristic) will be fund.
Thus, a complete analysis of this relation should concentrate oil 	 develop-
ment of blocking hulls and other quasi-per anent circulation features,
and should trace their origin to a particular pattern in the stratospliori.c
circulation. Interlevel gave analysis techniques are well-suited for this
purpose and could be applied to the horizontal fields of rawinsonde, IaN ,
and satellite data taken from available maps. Tile negative zonal wind
speed anomaly at a given station during the key month is related to a
shift in phase and amplitude of the predominant standing wave features in
the stratosphere. The amplitude and phase anomalies of zonal har:::onic3
in the stratosphere during the key month at each station can be traced
fort.ard in time (at the level which has highest coherence with the
preceding month) to the fifth and sixth months after the key month. The
resulting moan ti:',o-lheight progression will c , pirically demonstrate the
link between Lhe zonal wind speed anomaly and the circulation features at
f^	 I	 I
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a later time at a particular level. Physical understandin g of the chain
of events leadin- to the tropospheric to::perature anomalies will probably
be gained most readily by adapting one of the :Many numerical models avail-
able in the literature and tre-.ling this as an initial value problem. By
following the model output forward for five and six months the basic
cause for blocl, ing, or other quasi-pen::anent circulation features, to
develop preferentially in one case may be detected.
C.	 Correlation Studies of ?:: and Surface Anomalies
Correlation coefficients between stratospheric ano=malies of
T, U, and V and surface temperature and precipitation anomalies were
computed using monthly data for each of the individual twelve months,
with the months grouped by season, and for the entire tir..e period. M:'_N
data were used at nine individual height intervals, 20-60 km, and averaged
in three layers (20-32, 34-+6, 48-60 lean). Correlation coe=fi_cients were
computed from lags zero tl:rougil clevtan mor.:hs. Also, the analysis . is
repeated using s2asonal data (i•:ith four three-month Seasons where ^u cr
is defined as June, July, and Auguste) and correlation coefficients were
computed from lags zero through seven seasons. The following chart sum-
marizes these correlation studies:
Stations
Height Levels	 x 12
IMN Parameters
	
x 3
Surface Parameters
	 x 2
Months/Seasons (-	 12x 4
Lags 12
x 8
Total Correlations
	
=	 161,260
Each value was statistically tested and those which passed the 5/o signifi-
cance level were flagged. The values were printed in a variety of for:;ats
9to expidite compariscn of levels or stations. Large correlation coeffi-
cients were occasionally found, but no more often than expected by chance,
and in most cases they were not reproduced at another station nor did
they show a pattern of progression with time or height.
At Kennedy and Pntigua the correlation coefficients between
temperature at the surface and stratospheric T and U are persistently
large kTable 5) during; the warns half-year (April-September) . However,
it is well-knoun tl*.aL surface temperature anor.ali.es  are persistent at
tropical latitudes and, because of the qua--i-biennial oscillation,
stratospheric temperature and zonal wind anomalies also are persistent
at low latitudes. Thus, while this result is consistent with knotm
processes it:; usefulness does not seem significant.
van loon and Jenne (1975) report that persist.cnce between seasons's
is not generally a useful tool for forecasting surface temperature anom-
alies. However, as monthly data often show greater persistence thy:;
seasonal data, the above correlation study was repeated with monthly data
using the residuals of surface temperature and precipitation anomalies
after autore-cession at each lag. This procedure did not improve the
results.
IV. SU'.2"V1I11Y
In the present pilot study relationships between stratospheric
anomalies or events and later surface tcr,iperature and precipitation
ano,t:alies at the same station have been sought. This single-station
analysis has identified two relationships which may be useful for fore-
casting purposes, and wMch may have intrinsic value for understanding
the coupling, between the stratosphere and troposphere. The anomaly of
precipitation received in October at stations north of 35 0N is found to
be rolated to tl,e date the zonal wind changes direction at that station.
Also, the magnitude of surface o-mperaturo anor,„alies five and six months
following; a key month are found to copend upon the stratospheric zonal
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wind speed during; t::•= key month at each station. Both relations are
statistically significant at the S;. level, but before either can lie applied
with confidence the- must be analyzed further. The analysis of horizontal
fielc?s was beyond Vie scope of this study, but rust be includcu in future
studies designed to diagnose the preceding relationships. It soems li':cely
that the anorialies used here reflect patterns in the large-scale circula-
tion, both in the stratosphere and in the troposphere, and that under-
standing of troposrneric-stratospheric coupling will eventually be in
terms of the large-scene circulation.
A further reason for analyzin horizontal and vertical fields,
rather than isolated variables at a single station, is to take account
of dynamic coupling processes. For example, several writers have attemp-
ted to link varying seasonal cli-_atic regimes at mid-latitudes to the
tropical quasi-bic.ziial oscillation (most recently, Folland, 1975), and
others (e.g., i;instanley, 1973) have tried to link low-latitude precipi-
tation to the strc:.oth of the circumpolar vortex. Vertical coupling
between atmospheric layers shoule be analyzed because the lar-e-scale:
changes in upper level (20-50 km) circulation mzly also influence the
lower atmosphere just as it is known that the reverse is true. i•.:,,ayeva,
et al. (1975), report a slight increase in the success at the 500 mb level
of a numerical prediction scheme when stratospheric forecasts are included.
The radius of correlaticn of reteorological variables generally increases
with hoirht, and a stratospheric link may be very important for under-
standing atmospheric teleconnections and other seasonal climatic chan-cs.
Thus, interlevel hemispheric or global patterns must be examined as a
whole.
11
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TAL'1.E 3. Differences of the mean n;a;nitude of the anor.ialy in surface
temperature between years following a negative anomaly and
years folicwing a positive anomalv in zonal wind speed at
35-45 km. The selection of starting months is described	 in
the text. Units are tenths of IC. The	 largest value in each
column is underlined.
S TAT 10:: GI"LELY CHURCHILL idAL1.011S	 Pi.	 "riUGU v,HITE S,%,.	 S
STARTI::G SEP JUL/AUG JUNE JUNE 111-SAY/JUNEMONTH
0 -1.0 -1.4 6.0 -3.7 -3.6
1 8.7 1.5 -0.3 1.4 -3.2
2 5.5 6.9 4.1 -0.5 -1.9
3 10.9 0.2 -8.6 -4.2 -3.4
ca
H ° 4 -3.7 5.7 -0.4 -0.6 -0.3E
co 5 38.3 18.6 -1.3 4.3 5.8H
6 38.5 -1.4 13.4 7.2 3.0
^' v 7 -13.0 -4.5 -0.9 6.9 -2.0
8 8.6 -3.7 -4.3 -5.6 -0.7
TABLE 4. Mean r.;ontlily zonal wind speed anomalies at 35-45 km durir,;
the key r..onth at i•	 statio:a. Ke y; months are defined in
the text. Spoeds are in m. -1 . M is missions.
STATION
FiiY
MONTH 1.964 1965 1566 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
GREELY SEP -1.2 5.2 1.9 1.6 0.9 -2.4 -1.3 M 1.7 -6.5
CHURCHILL JUL/AUG 1.0 -0.5 0.6 -0.8 0.1 -0.4 2.0 -0.3 - 1 .4 - 0 .2
1dALLOi'S JUN 2.5 0.6 2.5 3.0 -1.1 -2.5 1.6 -5.0 -1.6 0.1
171 1 .	 MUGU JtN 1.8 0.7 0.9 2.1 -0.7 -1.4 0.9 -4.9 -1.9 2.1
Id111TE SAND),I :;AY/JUN 0.1 -0.3 -0.3 5.8 -1.3 4.0 -0.7 -4.0 -3.5 1.3
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Figure I. Mean ma-nitude of anomalies of surface temperature
at five IaN stations up to eight wnnths following the
startin month (see to:t). Dashed curve is for
positive anomaly in zonal wind spc{d at 33- 45 k:-i
the starting month, solid curve is £or negative
anomaly in zonal wind speed.
